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Memorandum of Understanding

Between 

S.D.P.College for Women, Ludhianna 

And 

Skill Bharat Mission 

A Charitable Skill Development Project of Eksaar Shiksha Abhiyan Society, Govt. Regd.) 

This agreement is made between The Principal S.D.P.College For Women, Ludhiana And The Skill Bharat 

Mission Society on date 09/04/2021.

We hereby give our consent to provide all kind of required support. So both the parties accordingly hereby 

enter into the memorandum of understanding as set out in the following:

The duration of MOU is for one year from the date of agreement and is extendable with the 

consent of the both parties. 

2. Both the parties hold the right to withdraw from MOU at any time with prior information.

3. Would encourage and facilitate cooperation between Skill Bharat Mission and College on one to 

one basis. 

1. 

The below mentioned activities will be undertaken by the Skill Bharat Mission (ESAS) for the 

4. 
benefit of Commerce and Arts students.

As SKILL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMES: SBM will make arrangements to provide practical training to the 

students of commerce and arts of your college at its centers. Also it will depute freelancer trainers from 

professional fraternity for providing such training in various courses like Accountancy, Tally/Marg, GST 

Returns filing, T.D.S, I. Tax planning, Finance, Company Law, Auditing and MSME.etc. 

SEMINARs AND GUEST LECTURES:SBM will arrange Professionals for conducting seminar, presentation

and guest lecturers in the area of GST, I. Tax, Finance, Company law, investment planning, Budget and 

other related practical topics for the students of commerce and arts of your college on the mutually 

decided date and subject. 

PLACEMENT OF TRAINED STUDENTS: SBM will provide job assistance to the trainee students.

SBM can participate in the annual fests conducted by your institution.

SBM will charge only maintenance&admissioncharges of Rs.600/- per course from each student 

subject to minimum batch of 10 students. If batch size is less than 10, then sBM will charge Rs. 800/- 

Looking forward to build and nurture an ecosystem of learning with like-minded growth -oriented 

institutions that can partner for opportunities ahead. 

from each student. 

For Skill Bharat Mission-{ESAS)
Regards, 
Principal
SDP COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, 

LUDHIANA 

(Authorized Signatory) 
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Memorandum of Understanding

Between 

S.D.P. College for Women, Ludhiana 

And 

Skill Bharat Mission 

(A Charitable Skill Development Project of Eksaar Shiksha Abhiyan Society, Govt. Regd.) 

This agreement is made between The Principal, S.D.P. College for Women, Ludhiana and The Skill Bharat Mission 

Society on date 09 /04 /2021 

We hereby give our consent to provide all kind of required support. So both the parties accordingly hereby enter

into the memorandum of understanding the as set out in the following-

The duration of MOU is for one year from the date of agreements and is extendable with the consent of 

the both parties. 

Both the parties hold the rights to withdraw from MOU at the time prior information.

Would encourage and facilities cooperation between Skill Bharat Mission and College on one to one basis. 
B 

The below mentioned activities will be undertaken by the Skill Bharat Mission (ESAS) for the benefit of 
4. 

Commerce and Arts students 

1. Skill Development Programs: SBM will make arrangements to provide practical training to the: 

of Commerce and Arts of Our college at its centers. Also it will depute freelancer trainers from 

professional fraternity for providing such training in various courses like Accountancy, Tally/Marg, GST 

Returns filing, T.D. S, Income Tax planning, Finance, Company Law, Auditing etc. 

2. Seminars and Guest Lectures: SBM will arrange Professionals for conducting seminar, presentation

and guest lecturers in the area of GST, Income Tax, Finance, Company law, investment planning, Budget 

and other related practical topics tor the students of Commerce and Arts of our college on the mutually 

ents 

decided date and subject 

3. Placement of Trained Students: SBM will provide job assistance to the trainee students. 

4. SBM will charge only maintenance & admission charges of Rs. 600/- per course from each student 

subject to minimum batch of 10 students. It balch Size iS less tharn 10, then SBM will charge Rs. 800/- from 

each student. 

Looking forward to build and nurture an ecosystem of leaving with like-minded growth-oriented 

institutions that can partner for opportunities ahead. 

Regards, 

Cnpa For SkillLBharpt-Mssion fESAS) 

SDP College for Women, 

Ludhiana 
(Authorized Signatory)

Date: 09/04/2021
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